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Let M be a compact, orientable irreducible 3.manifold. Let F be a compressible boundary 
component of M and V an incompressible neighborhood of F in M; let M’= (M - V)-. Since 
there is an exact sequence of mapping class groups: 
2f?+(VreldVPF)+Z+(M, V)+X,(M’,ilV-F)+l, 
we can prove that X(M) is finitely presented by proving that X+( V ret ilk’- F) and the mapping 
class group of a boundary-incompressible Haken 3-manifold are finitely presented. The latter 
case is a result of Waldhausen. 
To prove that %+( V rel it V - F) is finitely presented, we construct a simply connected simplicial 
complex with vertices the isotopy classes of compressing discs in V and study the action of the 
mapping class group on this complex. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57M99 
incompressible neighborhood mapping class group 
product-with-handles 3.manifold 
1. Introduction 
Let M be a compact 3-manifold. Let Homeo(A4) denote the space of PL- 
homeomorphisms of M. Define the mapping class group of M to be B?(M) = 
z-,(Homeo(M)). For N c M, let X(M, N) = n,(Homeo(M, N)), where 
Homeo( M, N) = {f~ Homeo( M) If(N) = IV}. 
Similarly, 
Homeo(M, TV,, N2,. . . , Nk) = cf~ Homeo( M) If( TV;) = Ni for 1 G i s k}, 
SO 
Let 
%‘(M, N,, . . . , Nk) = r,(Homeo(M, IV,, . . , iVk)). 
%‘( M rel N) = 7rO( Homeo( M rel N)), 
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where 
A “+ ” subscript, as in X+(M), will denote orientation-preserving homeomorphisms. 
In this paper we will discuss finite presentation of mapping class groups of certain 
3-manifolds. 3-manifolds will be assumed throughout to be orientable; however, 
surfaces may be orientable or not. We will work in the PL category. 
Let M be a 3-manifold. A properly imbedded surface in M is said to be essential 
if it is incompressible in M and not boundary parallel. M is said to be simple if 
every two-sided incompressible torus or annulus properly imbedded in M is parallel 
to a torus or annulus in aM; Johannson [6] proves that X(M) is finite when M is 
simple. An irreducible 3-manifold which is compact, orientable and sufficiently large 
will be called Haken. 
If M is a Haken manifold which is closed or has incompressible boundary, then 
M contains a unique (up to ambient isotopy) maximal Seifert submanifold called 
the characteristic submanifold [5,6]. If 2 denotes the characteristic submanifold of 
the Haken manifold M, then by the Splitting Theorem of [4], M can be decomposed 
into submanifolds which are either Seifert, simple, or Z-bundles by splitting along 
essential tori and annuli in Fr(L);). 
Let F # S2 be a compressible boundary component of a compact, $‘-irreducible 
3-manifold M. An incompressible neighborhood V of F is a compact connected 
codimension-zero submanifold of M with F c Vc M such that a,V = 
aV- F c int( M), aV- F is incompressible in M, and for some basepoint yO~ F, 
v,( V, yO) = image( r,( F, y,) + T,( M, y,,)). Such a V exists and is unique up to ambient 
isotopy [ 1, lo]; moreover, V has the structure of a boundary connected sum of a 
3-ball, a handlebody, and trivial Z-bundles over closed aspherical 2-manifolds, in 
which the summands are attached to the 3-ball along disjoint discs in its boundary. 
A 3-manifold having such a structure will be called a product-with-handles. 
Thus a compact $*-irreducible 3-manifold M can be split along incompressible 
surfaces into components which are either Seifert, simple, products-with-handles, 
or Z-bundles. We will use this decomposition to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with nonempty 
compressible boundary. Then Z’(M) is jnitely presented. 
A proof of this result is indicated for the Haken manifold case by Waldhausen 
in [13]. 
To obtain Theorem 3.1, we first prove the following: 
Theorem 2.11. S’?( V rel a, V) is finitely presented. 
That is, the mapping class group of V relative to a union &V of incompressible 
boundary components is finitely presented. Theorem 2.11 and Waldhausen’s result 
are then applied to the different components of the decomposition of M. 
2. Products-with-handles 
Let V be an orientable product-with-handles and d,,V a union of incompressible 
boundary components. We will construct a simply connected complex K admitting 
a simplicial action of X, ( V rel iI,, V). We use the following theorem of [2] to prove 
that %?+( V rel i),, V) is finitely presented. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a group that admits a simply connected G-complex K sati.@ng: 
(a) every vertex stabilizer is jinitely presented, 
(b) everJ3 edge stabilizer is hnitely generated, 
(c) K has a,finite 2-skeleton mod G. 
Then G is ,finitel?l presented. 
Since X+( V rel i),, V) = ker( X( V rel d,, V) + ZJ where (,J) E ‘X( V rel d,, V) is map- 
ped to its degree, X+( V rel i),, V) has index less than or equal to two in %‘( V rel ij,, V). 
It follows that X( V rel d,,V) is finitely presented. 
To construct the complex K, we follow closely the work of Kramer in [7], replacing 
the “cuts” of that paper by isotopy classes of single discs. As vertex set V( K ), we 
take the set of isotopy classes, [D], of essential discs, D, separating or not, in V. 
The complex K will consist of all n-simplices ([D,,], . , [D,,]) where D,,, . , D,, 
are pairwise disjoint and nonisotopic. 
Let v,, VIE V(K) and define a pairing *: V(K)x V(K)+Z by II, * L!?= 
min{#(i)D, n iID,)) (D, , D,) is a general position pair of discs representing (c, , v,)}. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (v, , . . , u,,) be ahnite sequence in V( K ). Then there exists a general 
position collection of discs (D, , . . . , D,,) representing (v, , . . , v,,) such that D, and 
0, intersect only in arcs, and v, * v, = #( aD, n iID,) if i #j. 
Proof. Assume that the boundaries of the discs representing v,,, . . , c,, are pairwise 
nonisotopic and all lie in a single boundary component F of M. If x(F) = 0, the 
theorem follows since at most one essential simple closed curve in F can bound an 
imbedded disc in M. If x(F) < 0, F has a hyperbolic structure, so the boundaries 
of the discs are isotopic to unique imbedded geodesic loops intersecting in the 
minimum number of points for loops in their isotopy classes. Choose a convex 
Riemannian metric for M. Then these discs are isotopic, fixing their boundaries, to 
a collection of discs which are minimal surfaces by [ 11, Theorem 61. The discs in 
this new collection must intersect in arcs. Cl 
We will say that a collection of discs satisfying Theorem 2.2 is a normal collection. 
Theorem 2.3. If v, , v2 E V(K), then v, and v2 are connected by a simplicial path in K. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there is a general position pair (D,, D2) of discs representing 
(4 > v2) such that D, and DZ intersect only in arcs and #(iID, n i)D,) = v, * vI. 
Proceed by induction. 
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If v, * v2 = 0, then D, n Dz = 8. Thus v, and v2 are joined by an edge in K. 
Suppose v, * v2 = n > 0 and that v, and w are joined by a path in K for each 
w E V(K) such that v, * w < n. Let D c D, be a 2-faced disc with one face in i, V 
and the other a component of D, n Dz; choose D so that it is innermost, that is, it 
contains no other components of D, n D,. Do a T-transformation [12] to D2 along 
D to obtain imbedded discs 0; and 0;‘; note that 0; is essential, since otherwise 
we could isotop to reduce the intersection of D, and D2. Now 0; is disjoint up to 
isotopy from D, by construction, so v;= [D:] and v2 are joined by an edge in K. 
Furthermore, we have reduced the number of intersections so that #(aDi n aD,) < 
#(8D2naD,)=n, thus #((3D;nrlD,)sn-1. By the induction hypothesis, vi and 
v, are joined by a simplicial path P in K. Hence vr and v2 are joined by a path 
Pu(v;, VJ. cl 
Let 3=(v,,..., v,) be a loop in K; that is, (vi, v;+,) E K for i = 0,. . . , n - 1 and 
UC, = v, . Define the complexity of 3 to be (m, t) where m = max{ v0 * vi 1 i = 0, . . . , n} 
and t=]{i/i=O,..., n and v,, * v, = m}]. Order of complexities will be determined 
lexicographically. 
Theorem 2.4. K is simply connected. 
Proof. Let 3=(v0,..., v,) be a loop in K of complexity (m, t) and let st( vO) = 
I._! {(a)\ v0 is a vertex of (o)}. We will show that 3 is equivalent to a loop in st(v”), 
which is contractible. 
If m = 0, then v0 * vi = 0 for all v, E 5’. Then by Theorem 2.2 there is a collection 
of discs representing vertices I+,, vi, v,+, which are disjoint. Thus the simplex 
(vo, vi, vi+,) is in K for all vi E 3, so EC st(v,,). 
Suppose m > 0 and k is an index such that v0 * vk = m. Choose, using Theorem 
2.2, a normal collection {Do, Dk_,, Dkr Dk+,} representing v,,, vk_,, vk, and t&+r ; 
then vi * vi = #(aD, n aD,) for i # j, i, j E (0, k- 1, k, k+ I}. Let E c Do be a 2-faced 
disc with one face in aV and one face a component of D,n D,, chosen so that E 
is minimal. Since 2)k * vk-, = 0, aD, n aDk_, = 0, so Dk n Dk_, = 0 by irreducibility. 
If there are 2-faced discs in E with one face in aV and one face in Don Dk_, , 
choose a minimal one, Ek_,; in partiCdar, Ek-, n D, = 0. SinCe Ek-, is tninifZil, 
int(Ek_,) n Dk-, = (11. Do a T-transformation along Ek_, to obtain an essential disc 
Dk-,. Then vg * [D;-,I< m and D;_, is disjoint from DI, and Dk_,. Thus 
(Vk,, vk_, , II;-, = [D;_,]) E K. 
Now choose a minimal component EL_, in E of D,n D;-, if one exists. Do a 
T-transformation along EL_, to obtain Dl_,; then v0 * [D;_,] < m and Di_, is 
disjoint from Dk and Ok-,, so (v~, II;_,, vE_, = [D;_,]) E K. Continue with T- 
transformations in this way until we obtain a disc DL_, disjoint from E. 
Similarly, we apply the same process to Dk+, to obtain a disc D;,, disjoint from 
E. 
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By irreducibility, int( E) n DI, = 0. Perform a T-transformation along E now to 
obtain a disc DL with u0 * [DL] < WI; 0: is also disjoint from DL_, and D;+, by 
construction, so ([ DL-,] = v;_, , [ DL] = v;) E K, (v;, [D;+,] = v;,,) E K, and Dk n 
D;=@= D;n Dk+,, hence (v~, v;, v;,,) and (vk, vi, v;-,) are in K. 
Let 9 be the loop 
(%I, Vl,...rvk-I, II;_,,... ,v;L1,V;,4+1,...r u;+, , Vk, . . , VI?). 
Then 9’ is homotopic to .Y and complexity(Y) <complexity(9), since t has been 
reduced by at least one. So by induction, 9’ is homotopic to a loop in st(vJ. q 
We will now consider the action on K of X+( V rel a,) V). For convenience, we 
can regard V as a 3-ball B having l-handles and product l-bundles over closed 
connected surfaces attached. If 8 is a finite collection of disjoint 2-discs in F, we 
may choose the structure so that % is contained in 3B n F. 
A properly imbedded 2-disc D in V is said to be simple if DC B. 
Observe that there are slide homeomorphisms [lo] of discs in 8 around loops in 
F - S. Then with minor modification we can easily adapt the proof of Lemma 3.1.1 
of [lo] to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. If D is an essential disc in V, then there is a homeomorphism rel(J V- F) u 
8’ that moves D to a simple disc. 
Proposition 2.6. Let Vbe an orientableproduct-with-handles. Then up to homeomorph- 
ism relative to 8V - F, there are only finitely many collections of disjoint nonisotopic 
essential discs. 
Proof. Let V be a product-with-handles and % a finite collection of disjoint 2-discs 
in F. By induction on n we will prove that up to homeomorphism rel(i, V - F) u g, 
there are only finitely many collections of n disjoint essential discs in V. 
The case n = 1 follows from Lemma 2.5 since there are only finitely many isotopy 
classes of simple discs. 
For n > 1, move D, to a simple disc (one of finitely many possibilities) by Lemma 
2.5. Cut V along D, to obtain a product-with-handles containing two copies of D,I 
in its boundary and a collection of fewer than n essential discs. Apply induction 
to this collection. U 
It follows from Proposition 2.6 that K has a finite n-skeleton under the action 
of X+(Vrela,V). 
For an n-simplex (v,, v, , . . . , v,), choose disjoint representatives D,, D, , . . , D, 
for the vertices v,,, q , . . . , v,. The stabilizer of an n-simplex ([DO], CD,], . . , [D,]) 
is the subgroup of X+ ( V rel a, V) consisting of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms 
h such that h(D,) is isotopic to D,(,, for some permutation (T E X,,, for all 0~ is n. 
We denote this subgroup by R+( V rel i),, V)~tD,il,...,lr,,,,~. 
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For the proof of our next theorem, we need a result due to Laudenbach; although 
not explicitly stated in this form, this result is proved in [8, pp. 50-621. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose F is an incompressible surface in a $2-irreducible 3-manifold M, 
x0 E F, and f : M + M and g : M + M are homeomorphisms such that f 1 r = 11 r = gjF. 
lfg is isotopic to ffixing the basepoint x0, then g is isotopic tof through homeomorphisms 
preserving F. Moreover, tyfi+,M = lliic+, = gl+,M , then the isotopy may be chosen to be 
the identity on aM. 
Proposition 2.8. The stabilizer X+( V rel & V),,,,~,,,,,,,,,, I) is3nitely presented zf’and only 
if X+( V rel(U:=, D,) u il,, V) is finitely presented. 
Proof. First we show that X+( V rel i)oV)(lo,,I ,..,, Lo,,lj is isomorphic to 
x+( V, UY=o D, rel &V). 
Since Homeo+( V, U:lzo D, rel i$, V) c Homeo+( V rel 8, V), there is a map 
LY : X+( V, lJ:l=O Di rel &V) --z 2Y+( V rel 8,V). We will show that (Y is an isomorphism 
onto X+( V rel $,V),,Q,I ,..., [[,,,I). 
Clearly, 
im a = x+( V ref 00 V),,,,,, ,..., [u,,I,. 
Conversely, for 
(h)E z+(V rel %V)K~,,,I ,.., [o,,I,, (h)[Dil = ]D<r(iJ 
for all I’ and h/+,. = l);,,,v, so h( Dj) is isotopic to D,,,, . Then by isotopy extension 
h(D,) = D,(,,. There is an isotopy of h(ijDz) with ?ID~,(~,; we can choose the isotopy 
so that it intersects aD,,,,, transversely. There is a homotopy of h(aD2) with i)Dlr(2, 
disjoint from aD,,,,, since intersections of rlD,,,,) with the homotopy which are 
parallel to h(dD?) are impossible since JD, and i)Dz are nonparallel, and other 
simple closed curve intersections can be eliminated by surgery on innermost discs. 
Therefore, there exists an isotopy of h(aDz) with dD,,,,, keeping JD,,,,, fixed. 
Continue inductively to obtain an isotopy of h with a homeomorphism h’ such that 
h’(i)D;) = aDrr(,) for each i and h’li,~,v=II,,~,v. By irreducibility, there is a further 
isotopy attaining h’( 0,) = D,,(,,. Thus (h) E im cr. 
To show LY is injective, let (,f) E ker a. Then f is isotopic to 11 v. 
Claim. Suppose h, , h2 E %?+( V, lJy_O D, rel &,V) are isotopic rel &V. Then h, is 
isotopic rel &,V to h, through homeomorphisms preserving U:=. D,. 
Assuming the claim, we then have (f) = (I],) in R+( V, LJ:_O D, rel +,V), hence (Y 
is injective. 
Proof of claim. Induct on the number of discs. 
Suppose there is only one disc D. Let xg be a basepoint in D. We may assume 
that h,/, = h,(“. There is an isotopy G : 11 v = hl’ h2 = H(re1 a,V); let y = trace,, G. 
Then HI{, = ~ID, N,,. = lLilVr and H, = p(y). The trace at any point on aD is the 
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same as the trace at any point of D since HID = llD. So (aD) = H,((aD)) = yP’(aD)y, 
which implies that y centralizes (rlD) in 7~,(dV). Then either ~JV is a torus, in which 
case V is a solid torus, or y = (no)“, in which case y is trivial in V since (rlD) is 
trivial in n,(V). In the latter case, there is an isotopy of 11” with H fixing x0 [9]. 
Hence by Lemma 2.7, 11 v and H are isotopic rel d,, V preserving D. If V is a solid 
torus, then there is an isotopy having trace x for any (x) E rI( V). Hence there is an 
isotopy G’: llv= l/v with trace y-‘, so that G . G’: H = 11 v is an isotopy with trivial 
trace. 
Consider the collection fJ:=, D, of n + 1 discs. Then by induction G: l/v = 
H(rel +,V) can be deformed to an isotopy preserving U:Zi D,. Cut V along U:Ii Dj 
to obtain a manifold V’ having discs D:, 0:‘) i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, in its boundary. 
Let N = dV’-L_J~~~ int(D: u D:‘). By a result of [3], we can deform GIN so that 
aD, is preserved at all levels with aN fixed; extend by the identity to IJyii int(D: u 
D:‘), and then extend to V. Applying Lemma 2.7, we deform without change on 
d V’ to an isotopy taking int( D,,) to int( D,,) at every level. Since we have not changed 
the isotopy on 0: with D:‘, i = 0,. . . , II - 1, we can identify them to obtain an 
isotopy on V such that each disc D,, i = 0,. . . , n, is preserved. 
Thus the claim is proved. 
Now from the fibration 
Homeo, (Vre1(fiIDi)uh,,V)~Homeo+(V,~Direli~OV)-+Homeo(fiDi) 
we obtain the exact sequence 
... +r,(Homeo+( V~,D,re1%V))+~,(Homeo(~D,)) 
Since r,(Homeo(D,)) = Z, n:=, rr,(Homeo(D,)) =.Z”. Then r,(Homeo(U:=, D,)) = 
7r,(Homeo(Uy=, 4, Do, D,, , . , 0,)) =h” since Homeo(i,_,l:_, D,, Do, . . . , D,) 
is homeomorphic to n:=” Homeo(D,). Since X(fJ:=, 0;) is finite, it follows that 
X+( V, fJ:=, Di rel a, V) is finitely presented if and only if %‘+( V rel(U:=, D,) u d,,V) 
is finitely presented. 0 
We will now show that R+( V rel(U~_O D,) u d,,V) is finitely presented. Let W be 
the product-with-handles obtained by cutting V along lJ:=, D,. There are discs D:, 
Dy,i=O,..., II, in FI W as a result of cutting along lJy=, D,. Since there is a quotient 
map q : W+ V defined by identifying 0: with Or, we can define a homeomorphism 
of Homeo+( W rel(U~& D:) u (lJ:=o D:‘) u ilo W) with Homeo+( V rel(U:& D,) u 
doV). So it suffices to show that X+( W rel(U:=,, 0:) u (lJ:=, D:) u 8, W) is finitely 
presented. 
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Theorem 2.9. If W is a product-with-handles and UF=, Ei is a collection of disjoint 
discs in ?I W - 8, W, then S’f+( W rel(UFCO Ei) u ~3, W) is finitely presented. 
Proof. Let p be the number of indecomposable factors in a free product decomposi- 
tion for the fundamental group of W; order the set {p, k} lexicographically. Proceed 
by induction with hypothesis P( p, k): If W is a product-with-handles with disjoint 
discs EL,..., Ek in its boundary and r,(W) has p indecomposable free factors, 
then R+( W rel(l.._l~=, Ei) u a, W) is finitely presented. 
We will prove the following to obtain P( p, k) for all p and all k: 
(1) P(0, 0) is true, 
(2) for all p and all kal, P(p, k-l)+P(p, k), 
(3) if P(m, k) is true for all k and for all m <p, then P( p, 0) is true. 
The case P(O,O) follows from the Alexander trick since then W is a 3-ball with 
no discs in its boundary. 
Assuming P(p, k - 1) is true, to prove P(p, k), we consider the sequence 
... +n,(Homeo+( Wrel(E Ei) u&W))+r,(Imb(E,,F.)) 
+2i!+(Wrel(~E;)uir,W)-+X+(Wrel(~Ei)vii0W)+0 
induced by the fibration 
Homeo, ( Wrel(kEi) vi,,W)+Homeo+( Wrel(gE,) u&W) 
+ Imb+( Ek, F’) 
where F’= F-IJFIi Ei. By induction R+( W rel(UfLA Ei) u a,, W) is finitely 
presented. We show n,(Imb+(Ek, F’)) is finitely presented and then 
X+( W rel(Ufzo E,) u &, W) is also by exact sequence properties. 
From the fibration 
Imb+((&, ek), (F’, ek)) = Imb+(Ek, F’)+ Imb+(ck, F’), 
where ek denotes the center of E,, we get the exact sequence 
. . . -+ z-,(Imb+((&, +I, (F’, ek))) 2 r,Umb+(&, F’)) 5 I, 
: nO(Imb+((Ek, +I, (F’, ek))) + m.dImb+(&, F’)) + --dF’) + . . . . 
Since F’ is a surface, r,(F’) is finitely presented; since nO(Imb+((Ek, ek), (F’, ek))) 
is trivial, p is surjective; and since T,(Imb+((Ek, e,), (F’, ek))) =iZ, im (Y is also 
finitely presented. So from the exact sequence 
1 +kerp =im (Y+ z-i(Imb+(Ek, F’))+ n,(F’)+ 1, 
we obtain r,(Imb+( E,_ F’)) finitely presented. 
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Finally suppose that P(m, k) is true for all m <p and for all k. To prove P(p, 0), 
we must show that if W is a product-with-handles with no discs in its boundary 
with r,(W) having p indecomposable free factors, then X+( W rel 4, W) is finitely 
presented. So construct a simply connected simplicial complex K for W defined 
as above. We know that the orbit space of K under the action of X+( W rel i+, W) 
is finite (Proposition 2.6). By Proposition 2.8 and the comments following it, we 
have shown that the stabilizers of n-simplices of K are finitely presented if and 
only if X+( W’ rel(U:=o 0;) u (Uy=, D:‘) u 8, W’) is finitely presented, where W’ 
represents the manifold obtained by cutting W along discs IJ:=O D, representing a 
simplex of K. Now each component W” of W’ has fundamental group with fewer 
than p free factors. Since ,I%?+( w’ rel(U:_, D:) u (U:=, D:‘) u &, W’) is the direct 
product of relative mapping class groups of the components of W”, which are finitely 
presented by induction, it is finitely presented. Hence the stabilizers of n-simplices 
of K under the action of %‘+( W rel a, W) are finitely presented. Then we can apply 
Theorem 2.1 to obtain R+( W rel a,, W) finitely presented, and the induction is 
complete. 0 
We state a portion of the last proof as a separate corollary, namely: 
Corollary 2.10. Let V be a product-with-handles and let a,V be the union of the 
incompressible boundary components of V. Then X+( V rel a,, V) is finitely presented. 
Our final result now follows immediately since X+( V rel i),V) is a subgroup of 
finite index in X4( V rel &,V). 
Theorem 2.11. X( V rel &V) is finitely presented. 
3. Manifolds with compressible boundary 
We can now prove the desired result for 3-manifolds having compressible boun- 
dary. Let M’= (M - V)); note that M’ has fewer compressible boundary com- 
ponents than M. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with nonempty 
compressible boundary. Then H(M) is finitely presented. 
Proof. Let V be an incompressible neighborhood of a compressible boundary 
component F of M. Then by [lo] there is an exact sequence 
SY+(Vrel(aV-F)):X+(M, V):E+(M’,aV-F)+l. 
The proof follows by induction on the number of compressible boundary com- 
ponents. We know that X+( V rel(aV- F)) is finitely presented by Corollary 2.10, 
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and that Z+( M’, a V - F) is finitely presented when M’ has incompressible boundary 
[ 13, p. 361. 
Consider the sequence 
l+kercu+R+(Vrel(aV-F))+imcu+ll: 
and the diagram 
rr,(Homeo(JV- F)) 
ker LX + FX+( Vrel(i,V- F)): E+(M, V) 
It is well known that rr,(Homeo(a V- F)) is finitely generated abelian; hence ker c 
is also. Since ker (Y c ker c, it follows that ker (Y is finitely generated abelian. Thus 
im a must be finitely presented. Then from the sequence 
l+imcu+X+(M, V)+SY+(M’,clV-F)+l, 
R+( M, V) is finitely presented. By [ 10, Theorem 4.1.31, 2?+( A4, V) = X+( M, F), and 
the latter has finite index in X(M). 0 
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